
How to take your rewards out of HyperVerse 

 

-Sign into Hyperverse 

-Click on Manage at bottom icons, to the left of account 

-Click Inter Transfer icon…number 3 icon-green 

-Click on Transfer All—confirm Inter Transfer-Enter Transaction   

Passcode-pin 

- Back out of there 

-Click on Conversion-purple box on the left 

-Click on HVT+MOF_TRC20 

-Hit All 

-5% will go in HVT for the ecosystem the rest in MOF_TRC20 

-Or you can put 100% into HVT— 

-Confirm and put in Transaction password--pin 

-Back out and click Withdraw—Blue box 

-At the top make sure that you are in MOF_TRC20 

-Enter the MOF_TRC20 deposit address from The Hoo exchange 

-Copy and pastethe MOF_TRC20 address from the Hoo echange 

and then add that address and label it to save it. 

-Click All 

-Click get email verification and enter the code received. 

Wait to be notified that the Hoo has received your 

MOF…minimum of a 24 hr wait. 



 

Once notified 

-Sign into your Hoo account 

-Go to assets..my assets 

-In search box type in MOF 

-Click on Asset Transfer 

-Check that it is on Spot Account 

-Click Transfer all and submit 

-Go to Spot Trading top left 

-Search in left upper box for MOF/USDT..click on it 

-In bottom section Red box… you will have your MOF available 

-Next to that red box on the right are moving green 

numbers…click on the top set of numbers. 

-In red box click 100% and then click SELL MOF 

 

-In the green box to the left of the red box you will see USDT 

available when it sells.  

-When it arrives you hit MARKET ORDER and TRANSFER 

-Box will drop down and you click between Balance and Spot 

Account to change to Spot Account to Balance   

-Click transfer all and submit 

-Go back to assets-my assets 



-At this point you can search USDT and withdraw to Your 

HyperVerse account using your saved TRC20 address inside 

HyperVerse and use to purchase other memberships for new 

accounts…transfer member to member or…you can send to a 

credit or debit card like Coinbase, Crypto.com, Blockcard or 

Hyperpay card 

-You would want to trade your USDT for a coin like Litecoin for 

less fees. 

 

Search LTC/USDT and go into Spot trading 

-Shows up in the Red box 

-Hit 100% and then BUY LTC 

-In drop down box switch spot account to balance like before and 

transfer all 

-Go back to assets/my assets and now you can search LTC and 

withdraw to your address for your card.   

Double and triple check all addresses when sending or receiving 

or fund will be lost 

 

 

 

 

 


